This topical review introduces the theoretical and experimental advances in continuous-variable (CV) -i.e., qumode-based in lieu of qubit-based -large-scale, fault-tolerant quantum computing and quantum simulation. An introduction to the physics and mathematics of multipartite entangled CV cluster states is given, and their connection to experimental concepts is delineated. Paths toward fault tolerance are also presented. It is the hope of the author that this review attract more contributors to the field and promote its extension to the promising technology of integrated quantum photonics.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Quantum computing: revolutionary promise and daunting challenge Quantum computing promises exponential speedup for specific tasks [1] , most notably integer factoring [2] and quantum simulation [3] . Originally proposed by Feynman, quantum simulation features an exponential speedup over classical computing for the calculation of N quantum systems by solving their Schrödinger equation, which entails diagonalizing a 2 N ×2 N Hamiltonian, i.e., an exponential scaling of the complexity of the problem. However, if one were able to exquisitely control, while correcting or staying clear of decoherence, N "model" qubits in the laboratory and if one were able to "dial" at will interactions between them to implement the precise Hamiltonian to be studied, then the problem would become polynomial in the number of qubits, as these naturally evolve following quantum laws and can be read out using physical measurements (which are included in this polynomial scaling).
A scalable qubit implementation is therefore the crux of the power of Quantum simulation could open the door to scientific discoveries by solving currently intractable problems such as ground state of spin arrays, the Bose-Hubbard model (paving the way to the discovery of room-temperature superconductors), simulating quantum field theory [4, 5] , and quantum chemistry, from the calculation of energy levels [6, 7] to optimizing chemical reactions of fundamental societal importance, such as nitrogen fixation [8] and possibly discovering new ones (carbon sequestration). In addition, applications to machine learning have also been envisaged [9, 10] .
The realization of practical quantum computing, utilizing (i), a large enough number of qubits that are, (ii), resilient to decoherence, has been known to be a daunting challenge from the inception of the field [11] . Significant progress, however, has been made on the decoherence front, where cutting edge implementations using trapped-ion and superconducting qubits have now reached the levels of fidelity required for the implementation of quantum error correction [12] [13] [14] . On the scalability front, quantum control involving arbitrary unitaries has been demonstrated in the 16-dimensional ground hyperfine manifold of cesium [15] , 2D atomic arrays of 49 atoms were demonstrated [16] , and quantum simulation has been achieved over 51 Rydberg atoms [17] and 53 ions [18] .
While trapped-ion and superconducting qubits have reached impressive levels of fidelity for quantum gates, they are not yet large-scale quantum systems [19] . It has therefore been judiciously proposed to assess the potential of Noisy, Intermediate-Size (50-100 qubit), Quantum (NISQ) computers to achieve quantum advantage, i.e., beyond-classical performance [20] . However, the NISQ concept doesn't capture the whole field.
B. Quantum computing over continuous variables: a premium on scalability
Another line of experimental research has placed scalability at the forefront, relying on the remarkable ability of optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) to produce very large numbers of entangled quantum fields [21, 22] . Experimental results confirmed this with thousands and a million of entangled quantum modes -a.k.a. qumodes [22] [23] [24] [25] -respectively in the frequency [26] [27] [28] [29] and temporal [30, 31] domains. In this review paper, we focus on the frequency domain implementation in the quantum optical frequency comb (QOFC) of a single OPO, whose scalability mirrors that of its classical counterpart, the OFC of a modeand carrier-envelope-phase-locked laser, which emits thousands to millions of classically coherent fields [32, 33] .
The groundbreaking scalability of the QOFC (as well as of "temporal combs" of pulsed quantum fields) comes with the requirement of adopting continuous-variable (CV) quantum information (QI), encoded over dense qumodes rather than over discrete qubits or qudits.
Continuous-variable quantum computing (CVQC) was proposed 20 years ago [34] , offers exponential speedup over classical computing as discrete QC does [35] , and doesn't suffer from any fundamental impossibility regarding fault tolerance and quantum error correc-tion [36, 37] .
Although quite recent compared to qubit platforms, CVQC has found a natural implementation in the mature field of quantum optics, from the original demonstration of EinsteinPodolsky-Rosen (EPR) entanglement [38, 39] to unconditional quantum teleportation [40] , quantum dense coding [41] , quantum secret sharing [42] , quantum key distribution [43] , as well as the C NOT -equivalent C SUM [44] quantum gate in 2008, 13 years after the first qubit-entangling gates in cavity QED [45] and trapped ions [46] .
The goal of this review paper is to introduce CVQI to a larger audience already familiar with qubit-based QI, with an eye in particular on the upcoming development of integrated quantum photonics [47, 48] and its extension to the CV domain [49] [50] [51] [52] , which one might expect to enable scalable QI in the same way as integrated electronics enabled scalable classical information.
II. CONTINUOUS-VARIABLE QUANTUM COMPUTING
A. Continuous-variable quantum information: quadrature eigenstates
Continuous-variable quantum computing was proposed in 1999 by Lloyd and Braunstein [34] and the exponential speedup of CVQC, the equivalent of the Gottesman-Knill theorem for qubit-based QC [53] , was formulated by Bartlett, Sanders, Braunstein, and
Nemoto [35] . Comprehensive reviews of CVQI were written by Braunstein and van Loock [54] and by Weedbrook et al. [25] .
In quantum optical implementations of CVQI, the quantum variables are the "amplitude"
and "phase" quadrature operators of the quantum electromagnetic field, 2) which are mathematical analogues of the position and momentum observables of a quantum harmonic oscillator of annihilation operator a. The term "quadrature" refers to the free evolution of the position and momentum of the harmonic oscillator. A correspondence between qubit-and qumode-based quantum information exists and is presented in Table   I [ 35] . The starting point is the use of the continuous amplitude eigenbasis {| q } q∈R of Q TABLE I. Correspondence between qubit-and qumode-based quantum computing [35] .
Qubit-based Qumode-based
Computational basis
Conjugate basis
Hadamard transformed Fourier transformed
Single-qubit/qumode group generators
Pauli group
Weyl-Heisenberg group of phase-space displacements
Controlled, entangling gates
Bipartite entanglement
Bell state (unnormalized) EPR state (unnormalizable)
Bell basis EPR basis
as the computational basis. All discrete sums become integrals and the Hadamard transform over qubits corresponds to the quantum Fourier transform over qumodes. [56] (note that swapping the plus and minus sign in these operators and states is also possible). That means the measurement noise, or quantum standard deviation, for these operators is zero:
In CVQI lingo, these "EPR" operators are also called variance-based entanglement witnesses [57] or nullifiers. As we'll later see, nullifiers also denote the operatorial logarithms of stabilizers in CV quantum graph theory.
B. Realistic CVQI: squeezed states
The EPR states have infinite energy, as evidenced by the infinite integrals and sum in 
where r = κτ if τ is the interaction time. Solving the Heisenberg equations for this Hamiltonian yields
which shows clearly that r → ∞ means infinite energy in the total field. For initial vacuum states, one gets the finitely squeezed standard deviations
(2.9)
We will show in Section IV that such entanglement witnesses can be generalized to obtain specific signatures of multipartite entanglement from specific multimode squeezing, in particular for cluster entangled states [59, 60] , which are essential to one-way quantum computing (Section III). We now address the universality and fault tolerance of CVQC, and the influence of finite squeezing on the latter. The crucial feature of QC is its exponential speedup over classical computing for specific problems. Such a speedup is present in CVQC as well. The sufficient condition for an exponential speedup is given by the Gottesman-Knill theorem [61] , which states that a quantum algorithm can be run efficiently on a classical computer if it involves only Clifford gates. Clifford gates, by definition, leave the Pauli group globally invariant. This means that the transform P of a Pauli operator P by a Clifford operator C, Hence, non-Gaussian operations are crucial to ensure that CVQC yields an exponential speedup. Such operations correspond to quantum evolution under a Hamiltonian that's of cubic order (or higher) in the fields. Cubic Hamiltonians were also proven to be the minimum-order necessary resource to enable the generation of Hamiltonians of arbitrary order in Lloyd and Braunstein's first proposal of CVQC [34] .
Other avenues, more feasible in the laboratory, also exist, such as projection in the Fock basis via photon-number-resolved (PNR) detection [63] , photon subtraction [64, 65] , or photon addition [66] . For example, Gottesman, Kitaev, and Preskill proposed the use of PNR detection as the sole non-Gaussian resource needed to implement cubic phase gate
Fault tolerance
To the best of current knowledge, non-Gaussian operations are critical to fault tolerance of CVQC. It is a somewhat counterintuitive feature of CVQC that, while the Clifford-Gaussian correspondence holds when considering QC's exponential speedup, it does not hold for other concepts such as Bell inequality violation [68] , entanglement distillation [69] , and quantum error correction [70] : all these operations can be implemented over qubits using Clifford resources, but cannot be implemented over qumodes using solely Gaussian resources.
However, the use of non-Gaussian resources, such as Fock states, PNR measurements, or field-cubic Hamiltonians [34] remedies the situation and removes all impossibilities.
Fault tolerance and quantum error correction deserve a bit more detail. The effect of finite squeezing on fault tolerance is an important question, as one might be tempted to argue that the intrinsically "fuzzy" wavefunctions ψ(q) used in CVQI will unavoidably lead to non-correctible errors, as is the case for classical analog computing. The issue is, while it is deemed straightforward to distinguish the orthogonal | 0 and | 1 states of a qubit, it is impossible to distinguish the orthogonal | q from | q + δq if δq ∆Q ψ , even in a squeezed state ∆Q ψ ∝ exp(−r), ∆Q ψ being the standard deviation of Q in state | ψ .
As an example, one can ask how many CV teleportation [40] steps can be concatenated before the teleportation fidelity reaches the classical limit of 50%. 1 The answer is n max = exp(2r) if r is the squeezing parameter of the TMS states used as teleportation channels [71] .
This means n max = 2 for 3 dB of squeezing and 10 for 10 dB of squeezing. Other studies of uncorrected CVQC made clear that quantum error correction is needed [72, 73] (but this is equally true of qubit-based platforms).
While it is not known whether it might be possible to directly correct CV errors, a path to fault-tolerant CVQC does exist: Gottesman, Kitaev, and Preskill (GKP) proposed the discrete encoding of a qubit in an oscillator to address small CV drifts [67] , and this encoding was applied to CVQC by Menicucci to prove the existence of a fault tolerance threshold [37] . Therefore, infinite squeezing is not a requirement for fault-tolerant CVQC.
As we will mention later, the amount of squeezing required for fault tolerance is actually not unreasonable. The GKP error encoding relies on the creation of GKP resource states that are comb-like in quadrature quantum phase space. Experimental realization of GKP states is an arduous endevor. Proposals have been made for the generation of optical GKP states [74] [75] [76] [77] and an experimental realization over the phononic vibration field of trapped ion was recently performed [78] .
Finally, interesting results have been obtained recently on implementing QC over qubits using a GKP encoding: in that situation, Baragiola et al. have shown that Gaussian operations are enough, along with the GKP encoding, to achieve universal, fault-tolerant QC with no cubic-phase gate needed [79] . Also intriguing are recent investigations of subuniversal quantum computingà la boson sampling [80] , such as Gaussian boson sampling [81] and CV instantaneous quantum computing [82] , which have both been proven to be hard classically.
III. MEASUREMENT-BASED, ONE-WAY QUANTUM COMPUTING
A. Introduction. Cluster states
An equivalent (but still universal) alternative to the circuit model of universal QC [62] is that of measurement-based QC [53] and, in particular, one-way QC, based on cluster entangled states [59] . One-way QC starts from a cluster state or "quantum computing substrate," an entangled qubit lattice which contains all the entanglement that can ever be needed by a quantum algorithm. Quantum computing can then proceed solely by singlequbit measurements which inform feed-forward unitaries on the lattice neighbors [83] . A cluster state is canonically defined as qubits initialized in the | + state and interacting via C Z gates in a 2D pattern, typically a square lattice (although other lattices are also possible) [59] . It is convenient to represent cluster states as graphs, see Fig.1 . We'll call such graphs "canonical" graphs throughout the paper -as opposed to the CV H graphs that we'll define later. The effect of measurements on a cluster can be understood easily as a multipartite generalization of teleportation: in regular teleportation, a bipartite entangled state (LOCC-equivalent to a cluster state) is the quantum resource and Alice's choice of measurement basis decides the quantum gate applied to the teleported state [86] . In order to realize the universal QC gate set, the cluster state must be a 2D lattice, such as a square lattice, so as to allow for two-qubit gates [83, 86, 87] .
A simple illustration of measurement-based quantum processing is given by the teleportation gate sequence of Fig.2 .
Quantum teleportation using a cluster-state.
Step 1: the state to be teleported is fused to the simplest possible cluster state.
Step 2: a measurement is made in the | ± basis, projecting the neighbor qubit.
Step 3: the (random) measurement result m = ±1 is used to feed forward onto the neighbor qubit, thereby deterministically placing it into the state to be teleported.
The cluster state concept is at the heart of QC scalability as featured in this paper: if one is able to generate the whole cluster state in a scalable manner, then all QC needs to proceed is single-qubit measurements and feedforward. This is the CVQC approach this paper discusses in the QOFC. We will also mention implementations in the time domain which are very similar is spirit.
B. The CV cluster state
One-way CVQC has been formulated using CV cluster states [36, 88] . Using Table I, we can easily see how to generate CV cluster states from the qubit definition [60] : they are created by applying C Z (or C PHASE ) gates along a square lattice of qumodes in phasequadrature eigenstates | p = 0 . For illustration, we can compare the literal expression of a two-qubit cluster state,
to that of a two-qumode cluster state
Again, these cluster states are infinitely squeezed, thus unphysical; in the laboratory, we can only create finitely phase-squeezed states, which are created by single-mode squeezers, e.g. degenerate OPAs, and then apply the C PHASE , a.k.a. quantum nondemolition (in the backaction evading sense [89] [90] [91] ), or spring coupling, gates [55] .
C. Bottom up scalability
This canonical method of building an N -qumode cluster state would therefore require N degenerate OPAs for the initial states and a couple of OPAs per entangling gate. While this method scales linearly with such experimental resources, it is nonetheless not the most efficient way to generate a CV cluster state. A first improvement consists in noticing that the N -mode cluster state is a Gaussian resource whose generation protocol can be re-cast as a Bloch-Messiah decomposition [92] consisting in N single-mode squeezers "sandwiched" between two N -mode interferometers. When the input states are vacuum ones, the first interferometer is irrelevant and any such Gaussian state can be created from N single-mode squeezers followed by one N -mode interferometer, which greatly simplifies the protocol by replacing all nonlinear optical C PHASE gates with linear optical interferometers [93, 94] . One can, however, find even more compact methods for generating cluster states.
D. Top-down scalability: CV cluster state generation in the QOFC
In the above protocols, each single-mode squeezer is a degenerate OPA that is essentially an OPO cavity with a multitude of resonant modes, all of them but one unused! Instead of scaling to N qumodes using N OPO's, it is then possible (and experimentally more tractable)
to use the whole QOFC of a single OPO. The first idea to use N -mode squeezing to generate N -mode entanglement involved only GHZ states [21] . It was then extended to proposing cluster-state generation [95] and, finally, proposing the generation of a square cluster lattice in a single OPO [22] . Experimental realizations followed in the QOFC [26, 27, 96] as well as in the pulsed "temporal comb" regime [30, 31] . We now detail the mathematical formalism used to describe CV cluster states, as it also informs the methods for their generation, before describing experimental implementations of large-scale CV cluster states in the QOFC.
IV. GRAPH STATES
A. Canonical graph states, stabilizers, and nullifiers
Qubits
As we mentioned earlier, qumode cluster states can be represented as canonical graphs whose vertices are phase-squeezed states and edges are C PHASE gates. These are directly deduced from the qubit formalism using the correspondence of Table I [ 35] . An important feature of any graph state | ψ (over qubits, qudits, or qumodes) is that it is a stabilizer state, i.e., is uniquely defined by a group S of operators S that leave | ψ invariant:
For qubit cluster states, the multiplicative stabilizer group S is generated by all possible products of its generators, which are constructed by taking the Pauli X operator on any vertex and the Pauli Z operator on all its graph neighbors: 2) where N j denotes the neighborhood (i.e., the set of all edge-connected qubits) of qubit j.
Again for illustration purposes, applying this to the simple cluster state of Eq. (3.1) yields quantum noise, using many copies of | ψ , then | ψ is an eigenstate of the generators, i.e., a cluster state whose graph can be reconstructed from the edge structure of the neighborhoods.
We now translate this to CV [93, 97] .
Qumodes
As per Table I [35], we have the correspondence
The stabilizer group generators, which were both unitary and Hermitian for qubits, are now only unitary for qumodes and can be expressed as
Its action on example state of Eq. (3.2) gives
which yields stabilization for /ξ = α. (Note that qumode stabilizer states, unlike qubit ones, can have weighted-edge graphs.)
As before, we will be interested in the variance-based entanglement witnesses. These will be given by the Hermitian operators that were exponentiated to give the stabilizers of a states | ψ as per Eq. (4.7). For stabilizers to have an eigenvalue of 1, these Hermitian operators must have a zero eigenvalue and will be called nullifiers for this reason. Nullifiers are quadrature operators and can be directly measured using standard quantum optics tools such as balanced homodyne detection and RF networks (splitters/combiners and phase shifters). Defining the vectors Q = (Q 1 , . . . , Q N ) T and P = (P 1 , . . . , P N ) T for N qumodes, we can then write the vector equation
where V is the mathematical adjacency matrix of the cluster graph, whose entries V ij are nonzero if and only if there exits an edge between vertices i and j.
B. H(amiltonian) graph states and their connection to canonical graph states
A different type of graph, the H(amiltonian) graph, can also be defined. It is highly relevant experimentally and is relatable to V. The idea of the H graph stems from the proposal to generate multipartite entanglement using multimode squeezing of Hamiltonian [21, 98 ]
It is easy to show that this Hamiltonian yields the system of equations of motion
where G is the matrix of entries G ij and is the adjacency matrix of the H graph. Diagonalizing G provides the squeezing parameters (eigenvalues) and the squeezed multimode observables (eigenvectors). We will always assume the initial state is the vacuum. See Fig.3 .
The question of the relation of the H graph to the canonical graph or, equivalently, of G to V, isn't an easy one but it has been resolved for infinite [95] and finite [97] squeezing. An interesting theorem is [99]
(4.14)
C. An example: the GHZ graph
The first proposal of compact generation of multipartite entanglement in the QOFC [21] was for a GHZ state. The Hamiltonian in this case has all possible TMS terms, which leads to the following G matrix
This G matrix corresponds to the complete graph, an example of which is shown in Fig.4, left. Note that G is not self-inverse in this case. Solving the Heisenberg equations [21] yields the nullifiers
Note the remarkable squeezing boost by the mode number in Eq. (4.16) [21] . In the limit of infinite squeezing, these nullifiers are those of the following GHZ state [100] :
To get the canonical graph state from this, one can just Fourier transform all qumodes but one, say qumode 1, i.e., do Q j → P j and P j → −Q j for j > 1, which only requires a π/2 optical phase shift of qumodes j > 1 (or a −π/2 shift of qumode 1 alone) in the laboratory [101] and yields the nullifiers
These nullifiers can easily be seen to correspond to the canonical graph of a GHZ state Fig.4 , right [102] . The difference in connectivity, or valence, of a QC cluster and a GHZ graph is significant: the cluster graph possesses a local structure, i.e., one can define a set of nearest-neighbors, or neighborhood, for each qubit. In contrast, the GHZ state is nonlocal, its only neighborhood is the whole graph, and GHZ states have actually been shown to be "too entangled" for one-way QC [103] [104] [105] .
Note that this graph is actually equivalent, under local unitaries, to a complete canonical graph [102] , which makes the H graph and the canonical graphs identical even though this is not mandated by the theorem of Eq. (4.14) in this case because G is not self-inverse.
A natural question then arises of the general relationship -if any -between matrices
G and V. This question has been answered in several chronological steps. First, it was shown that multimode squeezing always produces a cluster state, which yielded a general (though not bijective) relation between G and V [95] . This relation then yielded G = V in the notable particular case G = G −1 [99] .
Finally, Menicucci, Flammia, and van Loock generalized, in a foundational paper, the CV cluster state formalism to finite squeezing by using the symplectic formalism and complex adjacency matrices Z = V + iU, where V is the canonical graph adjacency matrix and U contains finite squeezing effects. This yields
where | ψ G is a finitely squeezed cluster state. Moreover, it was shown that
where τ is the interaction time of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (4.12). Taking a self-inverse H graph G 2 = 1 yields
which can be proven, for a bicolorable graph, to be equivalent to the Z graph
thereby confirming the equivalence of V and G for self-inverse matrices -a sufficient but not necessary condition as the GHZ example showed.
E. Fault tolerance, high-dimensional lattices, and topological qumodes
Raussendorf formulated fault tolerance for qubit-based one-way quantum computing and showed that using topological error encoding over cluster states yields a remarkable fault tolerance threshold at the 1.4% error probability level for depolarizing errors, using threedimensional lattices [106] .
As it turns out, the generation of CV cluster state lattices of higher dimension, or valence, is relatively straightforward over the QOFC: n-hypercubic-lattice CV cluster states can be generated by the interference of n identical OPOs, using a fractal construction method [29] .
However, it is not clear how the expected needed non-Gaussian nature of the quantum error correcting resource will be factored in, in this case, since n-hypercubic-lattice CV cluster states are still Gaussian resources.
Topological properties of qumode states have also been explored theoretically with a proposal to measure entanglement entropy of topological structures such as the toric code [107] .
As we mentioned earlier, a fault tolerant CV cluster-state architecture was also proposed by Menicucci using the GKP encoding [37] . This work determined, for the first time, the squeezing required to build the GKP resource states for given fault tolerant thresholds.
The fact that threshold values for squeezing exist at all was actually the main discovery of Ref. [37] : the existence proof of a CVQC fault tolerance threshold. The corresponding squeezing values for different error rate thresholds (corresponding to different encodings [108] ) are given in Table II . It is worthwhile at this stage to point out that the current record level of optical squeezing is 15 dB (for a single mode) [109] . This result has inspired more theoretical work to now optimize this threshold to lower values. This result was recently improved by showing that excess technical noise in excess of the reciprocal of the squeezing level -which is a signature of impurity of the squeezed state -doesn't affect the QC outcome [108] . Other recent work has shown that fault-tolerant CVQC could be reachable on the order of 10 dB squeezing, using different architectures [110, 111] . Another avenue deserving of theoretical work is the possibility of non-Gaussian error correcting resources other than GKP states, such as Fock states, which could benefit from the coming of age of photon-number-resolved detection [63] . Note that non-Gaussian binomial, a.k.a. "kittenstate," error encoding has also been done in the context of superconducting qubits [112] .
The takeaway here is that there are no fundamental limits to fault-tolerant one-way CVQC, even if a great deal of theoretical and experimental work remains to be done.
V. EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATIONS OF CV MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLE-MENT IN THE QOFC
A. Toroidal square lattice proposal
The initial proposal for generating a square-lattice cluster state in a single OPO is depicted in Fig.5 [22, 113] . This work overcame a no-go theorem for creating linear-chain and FIG. 5. The square lattice cluster state proposed in [22] . Left, the resulting canonical CV cluster graph, identical to the H graph (self-inverse G). Right inset, architecture detail: each white vertex is a set of 4 the black vertices which represent individual TEM 00 cavity qumodes, labeled by 2 frequencies and 2 orthogonal polarizations. The blue and yellow edges denote the ZYY, ZZZ, and YZY/YYZ nonlinear interactions.
square-lattice cluster states in the QOFC [113] . The solution, as always with impossibility proofs, was to think outside of the box and expand the context of said proof by adding another degree of freedom, polarization, to the frequency label of qumodes. Conceptually, this allowed the replacement of the regular G matrix over QOFC qumodes with a more general matrix whose entries are 2 × 2 polarization blocks. Such a general matrix isn't subject to the aforementioned no-go theorem and can be used to build universal CV cluster states.
The proposal to implement the needed polarization-block G called for a doubly resonant OPO containing a specially engineered periodically poled KTiOPO 4 (KTP) crystal, phasematching the 3 different pump/signal/signal polarization sets ZZZ, ZYY, and YZY/YYZ, all with equal coupling strengths. This crystal was successfully designed and demonstrated experimentally [114] .
A slightly inconvenient aspect of this proposal was the fairly complicated 15-mode pump field with orthogonal ±45
• polarization components and nontrivial frequency spacings (Fig.6 ) that would require sophisticated phase modulation techniques to produce, e.g. single-sideband modulators [115] at multiple frequencies. Although possible, the impracticality of this method encouraged the exploration of other avenues for top-down generation of cluster states, starting with smaller sized cluster graphs. This architecture remains, however, remarkably compact and might still be implementable in the future.
B. Many squares
In 2011, an experiment successfully implemented a 2008 proposal [99] for creating multiple 2 × 2 cluster states, Fig.7 . Although the cluster state size was small, there was still a novel element of scalability to this work, in the number of copies of the state: 15 copies of the 4-qumode square states were generated simultaneously in the QOFC and verified [26] .
This was the first demonstration of CV cluster state generation over a large scale [116] .
The OPO comprised two KTP crystals: one PPKTP crystal phasematched the ZZZ and YZY/YZ interactions simultaneously and coupled 2 frequencies and 2 polarizations with a single pump frequency, placing them into ring cluster states; the other crystal was identical FIG. 7 . Bottom, the quantum OFC of a single OPO (horizontal axis is frequency, line pairs denote orthogonally polarized modes that are frequency degenerate). Top, canonical CV graph states generated in Ref. [26] .
to the PPKTP one but unpoled and rotated 90
• with respect to it, this to ensure the crucial requirement of polarization degeneracy of cavity modes at the same frequency.
C. Dual-rail quantum wire
Scalability of the size of the cluster state was finally achieved -remarkably, while keeping the scalability feature of number of copies -by adapting in the frequency domain an initial proposal of Menicucci, Ma, and Ralph for sequential CVQC using time-defined qumodes [117, 118] . The crux of the idea is to start with TMS states, which we will loosely call EPR pairs from now on, as the primary building blocks and to "knit up" a cluster state chain, or "quantum wire," by entangling qumodes from different pairs. This is described in Fig.8 for the originally proposed temporal approach and in Fig.9 for the spectral approach. In   FIG. 8 . Temporal quantum wire generation, from [30] . See text.
the time-domain, spatially separated EPR pairs are created by interfering two single-mode squeezed states in quadrature to create EPR pairs. Then one qumode of one EPR pair goes through a delay line before interfering with one qumode from the next EPR pair at a balanced beam splitter, resulting in a dual-rail quantum wire structure. This was realized experimentally by Akira Furusawa's group at the University of Tokyo, reaching initial wire lengths of 10 4 qumodes [30] and later one million qumodes [31] , accessible sequentially, 2 at a time, see Fig.8 . Note this sequential aspect is compatible with QC and has been dubbed the "Wallace and Gromit approach," as explained in Ref. [117] .
In the frequency domain version of the original scheme, Fig.9(a) , all entangled qumodes are generated simultaneously. Rather than straddling two distinct spatial paths and many temporal bins, as in Fig.8 , the EPR pairs straddle two orthogonal polarization states and many frequencies: they are created in two sets, at two orthogonal linear polarizations, and the pairs at one polarization are shifted with respect to the pair at another polarization by frequency shifting the independent pump fields that create each pair set, Fig.9 (a). Note that, unlike the delay-line shift in the temporal approach, this frequency shift is a lossless operation. All EPR pairs are emitted in the same cavity mode and are subjected to balanced beam splitting by undergoing a 45
• polarization rotation in a half-wave plate, thereby generating a (slightly different, see edge colors, which denote weight signs) dual-rail quantum wire, Fig.9(b) , before impinging on a polarizing beam splitter. optical cavities in the setup, whose resonance frequencies were locked to them by the PoundDrever-Hall method [119] . All 3 lasers were also phase locked to one another in order to
ensure their required precise relative frequency relationships. The filter cavity for the LO field had exactly the same free spectral range (FSR) as the OPO cavity in order to select LO fields corresponding to only 2 OPO QOFC frequencies, at which the balanced homodyne detection setups, one for each polarization, provided a two-tone quantum noise signal. An RF network then reconstructed the nullifier noise, which was found to be squeezed by 3.2 (2) dB across the measurement range of 60 modes. This measurement range was determinedand limited -by the maximum bandwidth of 15 GHz of the electro-optic modulator used to create the LO fields, which corresponded to 30 QOFC modes (spaced by 0.95 GHz) at each polarization. This measurement range did not span the whole generation range, which we believed to be at least 3.2 THz from a measurement of the phasematching bandwidth of the OPO PPKTP crystal, as shown in Fig.11 [28] . This measurement used the sumfrequency generation (SFG) of two stable diode lasers, tunable from 1050 nm to 1080 nm, and tuned symmetrically in opposite directions from 1064 nm so as to give a constant 532 nm SFG wavelength, corresponding to that of the OPO pump. In fact, while this measurement showed that the nonlinear interaction inside the OPO, i.e., the squeezing, has constant strength over that 3.2 THz range, corresponding to 6700 OPO qumodes, it still didn't capture the whole phasematching range as one of the diode lasers ran out of tuning range.
The theoretical expectation is closer to 4-5 THz [28] , i.e., on the order of 10 4 modes. It is worth mentioning that this PPKTP ZZZ quasiphasematching bandwidth should increase even more at longer wavelength, to the order of 10 THz for the 775 nm/1550 nm interaction.
Another limitation will come into play before one runs out of phasematching bandwidth:
because of the dispersion of the OPO crystals, the QOFC's FSR will become chirped and qumodes far way from the pump's half-frequency will shift out of OPO resonance. However, this can be remedied by using a slightly spectrally broadened pump field [28] .
D. Dual-rail quantum wires in the QOFC As was mentioned above, the scalability feature of this scheme doesn't solely apply to the state size, i.e., the number of qumodes per state, it also applies to the number of copies of the state. To see this in the temporal scheme of Fig.8 , all one has to do is to consider a temporal delay that is an integer multiple of the mode spacing. Equivalently, in the spectral scheme of Fig.9 , one needs detune the pump half-frequencies by an integer multiple of the OPO FSR. This is depicted in Fig.12 , which presents three equivalent versions of the same H graph. The experimental demonstration of this method yielded two independent quantum wires of 30 (measured) qumodes each generated by a single OPO [27] . The measured SFG bandwidth is 3.178(2) THz, at quasi-constant efficiency, around 23 • C.
An advantage of the spectral implementation is that the large delays required for scaling to large number of wires correspond to large pump detuning, which can be implemented losslessly, in contrast to the temporal implementation if one uses a fiber-based delay line.
However, and to be fair, the spectral implementation is ultimately limited by the phase- matching bandwidth, i.e., on the order of 10 4 modes in our case, whereas the temporal implementation is only limited by the characteristic stability time of the experiment, which suffers no fundamental limit, being a purely technical issue.
E. Square and hypercubic cluster states in the QOFC
The temporal CVQC scheme uses two commensurate delays to "knit up" the square lattice cluster state required for universal QC. Experimental implementations of this proposal in the temporal domains were announced very recently and constitute exciting progress, even though scalability was limited by the losses in the temporal delays [120, 121] .
In the spectral domain, the generation of an N × N square lattice was proposed by interfering two QOFCs, one hosting a single wire (half pump detuning of 1 FSR) with one hosting N independent wires (half pump detuning of N FSRs) [29] . While this was initially the transposition of the original temporal idea [118] , it was discovered in the process that one can expand it to access yet another type of scalability: that of the valence of the cluster graph, from 1D to 2D to hypercubic 4D and above, simply by using 1 QOFC per dimension and generalized interferometers in a fractal procedure [29] . Again, this approach will not suffer from losses in the QOFC shifts but will be capped by the spectral bandwidth of the interaction.
F. Hybrid temporal and spectral approach
In an effort to obtain the best out of both worlds, a hybrid approach was proposed in which spectral quantum wires undergo temporal delays and beam splitting to yield square lattice cluster states defined both in the frequency and time domains [122] . The protocol is depicted in Fig.13 . It combines the quantum wire generation of Ref. [27] with the tem- poral entanglement of Ref. [118] . This creates a square lattice of the "temporal" balanced beamsplitter applies to every other frequency mode. Sorting "even" from "odd" frequencies in the quantum domain can actually be achieved fairly easily using a properly unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer [123] . The musical score approximation holds in this case, i.e., the temporal evolution only takes place over time scales much longer than the reciprocal of the linewidth of a qumode. A detailed study of the CVQC protocol in this case showed that such states are, indeed, QC-universal [122] .
G. Other implementations of entanglement in the QOFC
Other degrees of freedom such as transverse spatial modes were used to generate cluster states by Ping Koy Lam's group at the Australian National University [124] . In the single OPO QOFC, the group of Nicolas Treps at Sorbonne Université demonstrated an elegant approach to the generation of QOFC entanglement, by using synchronous pumping, i.e., a mode-locked OFC pump field whose repetition rate is equal to that of the OPO. Using a much broader emission range over which on the order of 10 individually addressable qumodes were defined, they demonstrated qumode-resolved multipartite entanglement [96] and discovered counterintuitive properties of the propagation along a graph of non-Gaussian features induced by photon addition and subtraction [125] .
VI. CONCLUSION
It has been the goal of this review to survey the work done so far on CVQI in the QOFC, as well as with temporally and spatially defined qumodes. What's next? As bulk-opticsbased approaches continue to explore fundamental concepts, we also look forward for CVQI to translate to integrated platforms and for quantum photonics on chip to become a reality.
Much like integrated electronics has been the future of electronic technology, we want to bet on quantum photonics to take this to the next level of scalability and device integration.
Quantum technology doesn't yet exist at the level of real-life applications as the challenges, especially that of decoherence, are daunting but it is a worthwhile goal, one that we hope to share with a growing number of researchers.
